FROM FARM TO MARKET
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Fish farming - Animal Institute as stated by: Fish farming is a form of aquaculture in which fish are raised in enclosures to be sold as food.

Now, when harvesting season will come the fish farmer will think where did his/her harvested fish will going from after they are harvested what happen next? This is the questions that the farmer will annoying them and by this time the Middle man will enter.

Defined by Merriam Webster, A Middle man is an intermediary or agent between two parties especially: a dealer, agent, or company intermediate between the producer of goods and the retailer or consumer

An ordinary seen where our harvested fish going from is usually on the public market because fish is one of our staple food for human consumption.

However, some of our harvest fish will also goes to different Fish Processing Plant where in it will processed them into different by products such as smoked fish, dried fish, daing, fish in oil, and shrimp paste etc.

For instance, these by products may contribute to the economy of the country. The government may also contribute by giving importance in this kind of industry to progress the skills and culturing method of every fish farming owner.
Fish farm

- Public Market
- Processing Plant
  - Commercially fish products
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